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A prominent principle in explaining a range of word-order regularities is dependency locality, 
which minimizes the linear distances (dependency lengths) between a head and its dependents. 
However, it remains unclear to what extent language users in fact observe locality when producing 
sentences under diverse conditions of cross-categorical harmony (such as the placement of verbal 
and nominal heads on the same vs. different sides of their dependents), dependency direction 
(head-final vs. head-initial), and parallel vs. hierarchical dependency structures (e.g. multiple ad-
jectives dependent on the same head vs. nested genitive dependents). Using forty-five depend-
ency-annotated corpora of diverse languages, we find that after controlling for harmony and 
conditioning on dependency types, dependency-length minimization (DLM) is inversely corre-
lated with the overall presence of head-final dependencies. This anti-DLM effect in sentences with 
more head-final dependencies is specifically associated with an accumulation of dependents in 
parallel structures and with disharmonic orders in hierarchical structures. We propose a detailed 
interpretation of these results and tentatively suggest a role for a probabilistic principle that favors 
embedding head-initial (e.g. VO) structures inside equally head-initial and thereby length-mini-
mizing structures (e.g. relative clauses after the head noun), while head-final (OV) structures have 
a less pronounced preference for harmony and DLM. This is in line with earlier findings in re-
search on the Greenbergian word-order universals and with a probabilistic version of what has 
been suggested more recently as the final-over-final condition.* 
Keywords: dependency-length minimization, word-order harmony, head-finality, final-over-final 
condition, dependency treebanks 

1. Introduction. A growing body of crosslinguistic evidence suggests that human 
languages prefer shorter linear distances between a syntactic head and its dependents. 
This is illustrated by the data from English in 1. The addition of the prepositional phrase 
from the clinic in 1b induces a longer distance between the subject the nurse and the 
verb supervised (Grodner & Gibson 2005). 

 (1) a. 
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Experimental evidence shows that sentences with longer dependencies increase vari-
ous processing demands, such as parsing time, working-memory load, retrieval failures, 
and phrase-type recognition (Gibson 1998, 2000, Grodner, Gibson, & Watson 2005, 
Lewis & Vasishth 2005). This suggests that longer dependencies are disfavored in use 
(Gibson 1998, Hawkins 2004, 2014, Liu 2008, Temperley 2008, Futrell, Mahowald, & 



Gibson 2015). In line with this, early corpus-based studies showed a preference for 
minimal phrasal domains (Hawkins 1983), and more recent studies have revealed sys-
tematically shorter average dependency lengths than what one would expect under ran-
dom baselines across many languages (Ferrer i Cancho 2004, Liu 2008, Gildea & 
Temperley 2010, Futrell et al. 2015, Gulordava 2018, Futrell, Levy, & Gibson 2020). 
All of these findings converge to a single principle that has come to be known as ‘de-
pendency locality’ or ‘dependency-length minimization’ (DLM). In what follows, we 
use ‘dependency locality’ to refer to statements of principle or theory and ‘DLM’ for its 
measurable effect in corpus data. 

Dependency locality has been posited as a probabilistic principle of language (Ferrer 
i Cancho 2004, Liu 2008, Gildea & Temperley 2010, Futrell et al. 2015), which has 
been argued to predict various universal tendencies in grammars (see Futrell et al. 2020 
for a recent review). A particularly prominent prediction is that dependency locality (or 
some variant of it) explains universal trends toward word-order harmony (Hawkins 
1983, 2014, Temperley 2008, Futrell et al. 2015, Temperley & Gildea 2018). Word-
order harmony describes a statistical tendency of languages to prefer ordering heads 
and their dependents in a consistent way (Greenberg 1963, Lehmann 1973, Vennemann 
1974, Dryer 1992). For example, languages tend to order the heads of VPs (or verb-
headed dependencies) on the same side as the heads of NPs (noun-headed dependen-
cies). The association between dependency locality and word-order harmony is 
illustrated in 2. 

 (2) DLM and harmony 
a. 
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b.  

In this example, minimizing the distance between the topmost head consider and its im-
mediate dependent the impact leads to a harmonic, consistently right-branching struc-
ture (2a). The alternative disharmonic structure in 2b exhibits a longer distance because 
of the intervening subdependent the paper’s. 

However, as noted in previous work (Temperley 2008, Futrell et al. 2015, Temperley 
& Gildea 2018, Futrell et al. 2020, Yadav et al. 2020), the idea that harmony is associ-
ated with—or even driven by—dependency locality is challenged by two observations, 
one on dependency structures with parallel dependents, and one on asymmetries be-
tween head-initial and head-final structures. 

The first challenge comes from the placement of parallel dependents. When there are 
multiple parallel dependents of the same head, dependency locality can lead to dishar-
monic rather than harmonic structures (Temperley 2008, Temperley & Gildea 2018). 
For example, when multiple adjective phrases (APs) depend on the same head, depend-
ency locality favors distributing them on opposite sides, as in 3a; harmonically piling 
APs up on the same side, as in 3b, increases one of the distances to the head. 

 (3) DLM in parallel dependents 
a. 

b.  

Thus, dependency locality favors putting short and long dependents on either side of the 
head, disrespecting harmony (Dryer 1992, Hawkins 2014). Consistent with this, ran-
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domized linearization experiments show that consistent head direction alone results in 
longer dependency lengths than what one observes, and that random baselines with 
fixed head position can also minimize lengths by placing the shorter parallel depen -
dents closer to the head without harmonizing head positions across categories (Temper-
ley 2008, Futrell et al. 2015). 

The second challenge comes from evidence that the association between dependency 
locality and harmony can be modulated by the direction of a dependency (i.e. whether 
the head is initial or final). In head-initial structures, DLM arises independently of har-
mony because of what is known as behaghel’s law (‘Gesetz der wachsenden 
Glieder’, the law of growing parts) (Behaghel 1909, MacDonald 2013), which puts 
shorter elements before longer elements (see example 4a). In head-final structures, 
however, the same principle could increase dependency length, but notably, languages 
with more head-final dependencies are found to not follow Behaghel’s law and to prefer 
long-before-short orders instead (see for example the Japanese translation of 4a in 4b), 
albeit to varying degrees (Yamashita & Chang 2001, Hawkins 2004, Choi 2007, Tem-
perley 2008, Ros et al. 2015, Temperley & Gildea 2018). This observation has led to the 
postulation of an alternative principle of nested ordering, which places shorter de-
pendents closer to the head on either side (Temperley 2008, Temperley & Gildea 2018). 
This principle predicts DLM without appealing to harmony. 

 (4) Behaghel’s law and nested ordering  
a. 

1 Even though postnominal relative clauses can sometimes be extraposed to the other side of the V in the 
matrix clause, this will still lead to a disharmonic word-order combination, not optimal for DLM (Hawkins 
2014). 

b.  

Another way in which dependency direction interferes with the association of local-
ity and harmony stems from observations of word-order asymmetries. For example, VO 
languages are known to far more strongly prefer harmonic relative clauses (hence, post-
nominal: compare the English example in 5a with its Chinese translation in 5b) than 
OV languages do, which have no strong preference for harmonic relative clauses (see 
the Persian and Japanese translations of 5a in 5c and 5d, respectively) (Greenberg 1963; 
cf. the data in the World atlas of language structures online (WALS): Dryer 2013a, 
Dryer & Gensler 2013). As a result, languages that prefer VO orders are expected to 
show DLM far more often and more strongly than OV languages do.1 

 (5) Asymmetries of relative clauses in VO and OV languages 
a. VO & NRel (63.82% genera in WALS); example from English  

b. VO & RelN (0.78% genera in WALS); example from Chinese  



c. OV & NRel (16.15% genera in WALS); example from Persian  
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2 Related notions are Williams’s head-final filter and Osborne’s left elbow constraint (Williams 
1982, Osborne 2003), which hypothesize that a prenominal modifier may not have a post-dependent. See  
Biberauer et al. 2017b and Sheehan 2017b for discussion. 

d. OV & RelN (19.25% genera in WALS); example from Japanese 

In recent work, these word-order asymmetries have been summarized in the final-
over-final condition (FOFC; Biberauer, Holmberg, & Roberts 2014, Biberauer et al. 
2017a), which bans head-initial orders directly dominated by head-final orders (so 
‘final’ must be ‘over final’).2 The FOFC has been discussed mostly as an absolute uni-
versal that would strictly prohibit head-initial phrases like [the Queen [of England]] 
embedded in a head-final phrase, as in [[the Queen [of England]]’s opinion] (or the rel-
ative clause in 5b). While such unexpected structures are sometimes explained away 
with additional analytical machinery (Biberauer et al. 2014), we recast the FOFC here 
as a probabilistic tendency (see Bickel 2015 for further discussion). 

 (6) Final-over-final condition 
a. Preferred: 
b. Preferred: 

c. Preferred: 

d. Dispreferred: 
Both Behaghel’s law and the probabilistic version of the FOFC predict that the asso-

ciation between locality and harmony can differ between head-initial and head-final 
structures and between parallel and hierarchical dependencies. Tentative evidence for 
the overall difference between head-initial and head-final conditions comes from 
crosslinguistic corpus studies showing stronger DLM in head-initial than in head-final 
languages (Park & Levy 2009, Futrell et al. 2015, Futrell et al. 2020, Yadav et al. 2020). 
Consistent with this, experimental research on head-final structures shows that infor-
mationally rich and/or unambiguous dependents facilitate the processing of the upcom-
ing head by increasing its predictability (Konieczny 2000, Vasishth & Lewis 2006, 
Levy 2008, Levy & Keller 2013, Husain, Vasishth, & Srinivasan 2014) and also facili-
tate sentence planning by keeping plans distinct from alternatives (Sauppe et al. 2021). 
These facilitatory effects tend to increase with information content in the dependent, 
and this in turn leads to longer distances between it and the head, an effect known as 
anti-locality or ‘anti-DLM’. As far as we can tell, however, neither corpus nor ex-
perimental studies have systematically controlled for the difference between parallel 
and hierarchical dependencies (nor their interactions with head order). 

Here we explore the presence and extent of DLM under various conditions of har-
mony and dependency direction, and across parallel and hierarchical dependencies. We 
develop and fit our models on forty-five dependency-annotated corpora of diverse lan-



guages from the Universal Dependencies (UD) database, version 2.5 (Zeman et al. 
2019). We base our model on chains of two adjacent dependencies, so as to fully cap-
ture the local combinations of both hierarchically connected and parallel dependents in 
a sentence (Osborne, Putnam, & Groß 2012), as discussed below in §2.2. 

2. Data and methods. 
2.1. Dependency annotated corpora. The UD corpora encode syntactic structure 

in terms of dependency grammar, where each pair of words is linked via a directed arc 
that indicates the relations of the words, including head direction (Hudson 1984, Melˊčuk 
1988, Liu 2009). Figure 1 illustrates this for an English sentence. In our study we focus 
exclusively on major lexical categories (blue), such as V(erb), N(oun), Adj(ective), and 
Adv(erb), avoiding ambiguity in, say, whether an expression like [the article] is headed 
by the determiner or the noun, or whether adpositions are different from cases in all lan-
guages of the UD database (Futrell et al. 2020). We also exclude from our analysis proper 
names, since they can be annotated differently across languages. For example, United 
States is coded as a proper name in English but as an adjective-noun sequence in Czech.3 
Furthermore, we exclude from our analysis multiword and coordinate structures, where 
dependencies are unclear, and sentences with crossing dependencies, which are rare in 
the UD data (Ferrer i Cancho, Gómez-Rodríguez, & Esteban 2018). 
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3 https://universaldependencies.org/u/pos/PROPN.html 
4 The online supplementary materials referenced here and throughout are available at http://muse.jhu.edu 

/resolve/157.  

Figure 1. Dependency graph of an English sentence (from a political debate about a law): each terminal is 
annotated by its part-of-speech tag (e.g. pron for ‘pronoun’), and each arc for its dependency relation (e.g. 
‘nsubj’ for ‘nominal subject’). The directions of the arcs show the head directions; for example, the adverbial  

modifier certainly forms a head-final dependency with the head fit, and the word parts forms a  
head-initial dependency with the dependent article. Blue coloring indicates the lexical  

dependencies that we exclusively focus on. 

In Fig. 1 we can see that the root verb ( fit) precedes the ‘obl’ (oblique) object (into 
certain parts), which includes a genitive construction (of the article) as a further 
‘nmod’ (nominal) modifier. This represents a consistently head-initial hierarchical 
structure. By contrast, the oblique object into certain parts contains an ‘amod’ (adjecti-
val) modifier to the left of the head. This is not in harmony with the rest (although ex-
pected, given the results of Dryer 1992). 

Assessing the relative effect of harmony and dependency direction on DLM is possi-
ble in languages where there is enough variation in head order. In strict head-final or 
strict head-initial languages, all dependencies will trivially be harmonic. Because of 
this, we selected only languages from the UD database with a global head-final propor-
tion between 0.2 and 0.8, excluding the languages Amharic, Arabic, Galician, Hebrew, 
Hindi, Irish, Japanese, Kazakh, Korean, Scottish Gaelic, Telugu, Thai, Turkish, Urdu, 
and Uyghur. Within this interval, there is sufficient variation in both harmony and de-
pendency direction that they can be analyzed in a meaningful way (see figure S1 in the 
online supplementary materials4). We further exclude those small data sets with fewer 
than 800 sentences (Armenian, Assyrian, Belarusian, Breton, Buryat, Cantonese, Cop-

https://universaldependencies.org/u/pos/PROPN.html
http://muse.jhu.edu/resolve/157
http://muse.jhu.edu/resolve/157
http://muse.jhu.edu/resolve/157


tic, Karelian, Komi Zyrian, Kurmanji, Lithuanian, Marathi, Naija, Sanskrit, Swedish 
Sign Language, Tagalog, Tamil, Upper Sorbian, Warlpiri, Welsh, Yoruba). The resulting 
data set is summarized in Table 1. 
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language                          family/subfamily         europe      sentences      lex dep        HF       harmony 
Afrikaans                       IE, Germanic                           F                1,496             0.29          0.60          0.54 
Ancient Greek               IE, Greek                                 T                8,714             0.31          0.44          0.56 
Bambara                         Mande, East Manding             F                  827             0.21          0.45          0.48 
Basque                           Basque, Basque                       T                5,768             0.37          0.74          0.58 
Bulgarian                       IE, Slavic                                 T                9,944             0.34          0.44          0.47 
Catalan                           IE, Romance                           T               14,657             0.27          0.24          0.62 
Chinese                          Sino-Tibetan, Sinitic               F                4,893             0.30          0.74          0.54 
Classical Chinese           Sino-Tibetan, Sinitic               F                8,204             0.39          0.68          0.47 
Croatian                         IE, Slavic                                 T                7,957             0.37          0.46          0.47 
Czech                             IE, Slavic                                 T               68,317             0.39          0.50          0.47 
Danish                            IE, Germanic                           T                3,897             0.33          0.42          0.52 
Dutch                             IE, Germanic                           T               10,600             0.28          0.59          0.53 
English                           IE, Germanic                           T               12,406             0.28          0.45          0.53 
Erzya                              Uralic, Mordvin                      T                1,234             0.32          0.61          0.49 
Estonian                         Uralic, Finnic                          T               23,646             0.41          0.61          0.54 
Faroese                           IE, Germanic                           T                1,021             0.26          0.55          0.45 
Finnish                           Uralic, Finnic                          T               14,842             0.37          0.51          0.51 
French                            IE, Romance                           T               14,836             0.26          0.26          0.63 
German                          IE, Germanic                           T               12,874             0.26          0.61          0.55 
Gothic                            IE, Germanic                           T                3,516             0.38          0.43          0.56 
Greek                             IE, Greek                                 T                2,128             0.34          0.36          0.54 
Hungarian                      Uralic, Ugric                           T                1,293             0.42          0.78          0.62 
Indonesian                     AN, Malayo-Sumbawan         F                4,987             0.30          0.25          0.65 
Italian                             IE, Romance                           T               12,694             0.29          0.28          0.60 
Latin                               IE, Latin                                  T               10,918             0.39          0.48          0.60 
Latvian                           IE, Baltic                                 T                6,349             0.37          0.59          0.49 
Maltese                          Afro-Asiatic, Semitic              F                1,785             0.31          0.23          0.64 
North Sami                    Uralic, Sami                            T                2,542             0.36          0.50          0.46 
Norwegian                     IE, Germanic                           T               16,300             0.29          0.42          0.51 
Old Church Slavonic     IE, Slavic                                 T                4,190             0.38          0.40          0.56 
Old French                     IE, Romance                           T               13,162             0.33          0.52          0.50 
Old Russian                   IE, Slavic                                 T               12,079             0.34          0.44          0.55 
Persian                           IE, Iranian                               F                5,480             0.43          0.53          0.58 
Polish                             IE, Slavic                                 T               14,614             0.30          0.42          0.45 
Portuguese                     IE, Romance                           T               11,103             0.26          0.28          0.59 
Romanian                      IE, Romance                           T                8,354             0.35          0.22          0.65 
Russian                          IE, Slavic                                 T               52,603             0.37          0.48          0.47 
Serbian                           IE, Slavic                                 T                3,691             0.36          0.43          0.49 
Slovak                            IE, Slavic                                 T                8,557             0.32          0.49          0.43 
Slovenian                       IE, Slavic                                 T                6,550             0.36          0.52          0.46 
Spanish                          IE, Romance                           T               15,443             0.28          0.26          0.60 
Swedish                         IE, Germanic                           T                5,490             0.36          0.47          0.48 
Ukrainian                       IE, Slavic                                 T                4,982             0.37          0.47          0.47 
Vietnamese                    AA, Viet-Muong                     F                2,856             0.44          0.28          0.57 
Wolof                             NC, Northern Atlantic             F                1,924             0.24          0.21          0.67 

Table 1. Overview of forty-five dependency treebanks used in the study. IE: Indo-European, AA: Austro-
Asiatic, AN: Austronesian, NC: Niger-Congo. We simplify the geographical distribution as Europe vs. not 
(T/F), since most languages are from Europe. The column on lexical dependencies (lex dep) summarizes the 
proportion of the dependencies that we target for our measurements of dependency length among all 
dependencies in the corpus, the column on head-finality (HF) reports the proportion of head-final 
dependencies, and the column on harmony gives the proportion of harmonically connected two-dependency  

catenae. The proportion of lexical dependencies is largely independent of head-finality and harmony. See 
figure S2 and statistical results in §S3.2 in the supplementary materials. 



2.2. Measuring dependency length, harmony, and direction. Our unit of ob-
servation for quantifying dependency length, harmony, and dependency direction is the 
catena. A catena is defined as a chain of words or combinations of words that is con-
tinuous along the dependency tree (Osborne 2006, Osborne et al. 2012). While catenae 
can be used to capture dependency combinations of any length and complexity in UD, 
we look only at the direction and distance of two continuous dependencies in each de-
pendency tree. This is consistent with the pairwise comparisons of harmonic word or-
ders in typological work and guarantees sufficient numbers of tokens in each corpus. 

Figure 1 above contains four two-dependency catenae, listed in Table 2. Among 
these, two are hierarchically connected ( fit → parts → certain, fit → parts → article), 
and two are constructed by parallel dependencies on a single head each (certainly ← fit 
→ parts, certain ← parts → article). In what follows, we call catenae of the first type 
hierarchical catenae, and those of the second type parallel catenae. Note that 
the same pairs of words can occur in both hierarchical and parallel catenae; for instance, 
the dependency parts → certain occurs in both the hierarchical catena fit → parts → 
certain and the parallel catena certain ← parts → article. 
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hierarchical catenae                             

parallel catenae                                     

We measure dependency length as the distance between each pair of a head and its 
dependents in numbers of space-separated orthographic units (‘words’). For this pur-
pose we count all units, including the function words and proper names that fall outside 
of the range of dependencies we target in our analysis (see §2.1). For instance, in the hi-
erarchical catenae of the sentence in Table 2, there are three head–dependent pairs: fit 
→ parts spans three units (into, certain, and parts), parts → article again spans three 
units (of, the, and article), and parts → certain spans one unit (certain). In the parallel 
catenae, there are four pairs: fit → certainly spans one unit (certainly), fit → parts spans 
three units (into, certain, parts), parts → certain spans one unit (certain), and parts → 
article spans three units (of, the, article). We aggregate these counts by summing them 
per catena type and sentence, resulting in a total length of 3 + 3 + 1 = 7 in the hierarchi-
cal and 1 + 3 + 1 + 3 = 8 in the parallel catenae of the sentence. 

We quantify harmony by the proportion of two-dependency catenae that are har-
monic in a sentence, and dependency direction by the proportion of head–dependent 
pairs that are head-final in a sentence, separately for hierarchical and parallel structures. 
For example, in Table 2 half of the hierarchical catenae ( fit → parts → article) and 
none of the parallel catenae are harmonic, resulting in harmony values of 0.5 and 0, re-
spectively. In the same example, one of three hierarchical head–dependent pairs is 
head-final ( parts → certain), and two of four parallel head–dependent pairs ( fit → cer-
tainly and parts → certain) are head-final, resulting in head-final values of 0.33 and 
0.5, respectively. 

In order to study the incidence of Behaghel’s law or the nested ordering principle, we 
also measure how many two-dependency catenae fall into each of the following three 
types: short-before-long, long-before-short, or equally sized. We determine the size of 
each dependent by the total number of descendants dominated by the dependent, in-

Table 2. Hierarchical and parallel catenae in the English sentence from Fig. 1. The numbers on the arcs 
indicate the length of each dependency in orthographic word units. 



cluding only lexical elements to avoid the ambiguous dependency status of function 
words (§2.1). This is roughly equivalent to the constituent size of a phrase. To further 
assess the impact of differently sized parallel dependents, we also examine how they 
are distributed on the two sides of the head. If dependents are randomly arranged, a sen-
tence with more parallel dependents on the same side (e.g. most head-initial) will have 
a lower chance of obeying nested ordering. This in turn increases the probability of hav-
ing more parallel dependents of the same size on the same side of the head. For exam-
ple, a parallel structure with three head-initial but differently sized dependents has a 
16.67% chance (1/3!) of nested ordering, while with four such dependents, the chance 
drops to 4.17% (1/4!). We quantify the spread of the frequency distribution in terms of 
Shannon entropy across differently sized dependents. A higher entropy indicates that 
there are more cases with more parallel dependents on the same side, for example, just 
as many with two as with four dependents; a lower entropy means that the distribution 
is skewed, for example, many more cases with two than with four. 

2.3. Baselines. DLM is defined relative to what is expected under a null model or 
‘baseline’. Previous work has chiefly relied on baselines derived from randomly per-
muting orders (Ferrer i Cancho 2004, Temperley 2008, Futrell et al. 2015) or depen -
dency links (Liu & Hu 2008). However, some of these baselines can lead to mixed 
branching directions, since the order of head and dependent is randomly assigned, with 
few restrictions. These disharmonies risk causing artificially high dependency lengths 
in the baseline and, as a consequence, inflated DLM estimates in the observed data. 

To guard against this risk, we introduce a baseline that is more conservative in that it 
preserves more information about the corpora to be studied than previous baselines 
have. We seek to assess whether our DLM estimates go above and beyond what one 
would expect from the total proportions of dependency directions in any given category 
and language, for example, the proportion of a dependency like verb → ‘nobj’ → noun 
in English. This baseline can also be interpreted psycholinguistically as the simplest 
model of how speakers produce word order when they are not biased toward DLM, viz. 
simply in proportion to the dependency directions they have experienced and learned 
for the same category from other speakers of their language. More concretely, our base-
line model is generated by the following steps. (i) For each type of lexical dependency 
(‘nsubj’, ‘obj’, ‘nmod’, etc.) in each language, we summarize the proportion of head-
final dependencies; for instance, English has a head-final proportion of 0.06 for nmod 
dependents (e.g. the dependency of article and parts in Fig. 1). These summarized pro-
portions of each lexical dependency serve as the base probabilities for generating ran-
dom orders in a sentence. (ii) With these probabilities, we then randomly reassign 
directions to all dependencies in each sentence. For example, given the 0.06 head-final 
proportion of the nmod dependency, we randomly reassign dependency directions in 
such a way that there is 0.06 probability for them to be head-final. (iii) We linearize the 
sentence with the reassigned dependency directions, starting from the root of a depen -
dency tree and collecting its dependents recursively.  

Concretely, in Fig. 1, we start from the root word fit and linearize each head–dependent 
pair; for example, the dependency of fit → parts will be linearized as [ fit parts] if a head-
initial order is assigned in step (ii). We continue to linearize the word parts and its de-
pendencies; for example, the dependency of parts → certain will be linearized as [certain 
parts] if a head-final order is chosen in step (ii). These two linearizations then result in 
the sequence [ fit certain parts]. These procedures produce a fully projective (nested) 
tree, and dependencies like fit → parts → certain cannot be converted into [certain fit 
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parts] with crossing dependencies. The whole procedure is conducted recursively, until 
all dependencies in the sentence have been processed. When several parallel dependents 
are possible, we randomly choose one of them to be the first for linearization. 

Throughout this procedure we keep unchanged all elements that fall outside our 
purview (i.e. function words and proper names; see §2.1). That is, they are retained in 
the randomizations and linearizations of each sentence. As a result, the randomized sen-
tences have exactly the same elements (with the same orthographic conventions) as the 
original sentences, making them fully comparable. Figure 2a provides one possible ran-
domization and linearization of the sample English sentence. For each sentence, we 
generate 100 baseline variants. 
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To make our results comparable to previous studies of DLM, we furthermore adopt 
two alternative baselines, a free-word-order baseline and a fixed-head-position baseline 
(Ferrer i Cancho 2004, Temperley 2008, Futrell et al. 2015, Futrell et al. 2020), both of 
which are also fully projective and dependency-preserving. The free-word-order base-
line is generated by randomly assigning an order (head-initial or head-final) to each 
head–dependent pair (but we again limit this to lexical dependencies) and linearizing 
the whole sentence accordingly. In Figure 2b, the free-word-order baseline randomizes 
the orders of all dependencies with equal probabilities, not reflecting usage frequencies 
(unlike in our baseline). Compared with our baseline, this means that the free-word-
order baseline has a higher probability of moving the whole oblique object in Fig. 1 be-
fore the verb, causing long dependencies, as can be seen in Fig. 2b. This lowers the bar 
for detecting DLM in the observed data, making this baseline the least conservative. 

c. Fixed-head-position baseline. 

Figure 2. One possible randomization and linearization of the English sentence in Fig. 1 by (a) our baseline, 
(b) the free-word-order baseline, and (c) the fixed-head-position baseline. 

a. Our random baseline. 

b. Free-word-order baseline. 



The fixed-head-position baseline is generated by keeping the placements of all heads 
and dependents unchanged, while allowing only parallel dependents at the same side of 
the head to switch their positions; for example, a structure like [certain interesting 
parts] will only allow certain and interesting to switch their positions before their head 
parts. An example of such a random linearization is shown in Figure 2c. Since the 
fixed-head-position baseline holds all head directions constant, it is the most conserva-
tive. The most important difference between our baseline and the fixed-head-position 
baseline is that our baseline allows flexibility for a single dependent and multiple paral-
lel dependents to move to the other side of the head. For example, the order of certainly 
and fit can be changed in our baseline, whereas it will be kept constant in the fixed-
head-position baseline. 

2.4. Models. Our dependent variable is DLM. We operationalize this by the propor-
tion of two-dependency catenae in the baseline randomization compared to which the 
observed two-dependency catena is strictly shorter in its length. For instance, in Fig. 1 
we observed a total length of 7 in hierarchical two-dependency catenae. In the random-
ization shown in Fig. 2a, the hierarchical two-dependency catenae have a total length of 
12 ( fit → parts: 7, parts → certain: 4, parts → article: 1). If the dependency length of 
an observed sentence is shorter than this in, say, sixty-five of 100 randomizations and 
linearizations of the baseline model, we take this as DLM = 0.65. 

We choose this metric over comparing observed and randomized sentences in counts 
of orthographic units (as is usually done; Ferrer i Cancho 2004, Temperley 2008, Futrell 
et al. 2020) because it is unclear whether orthographic units correspond to (psycho)lin-
guistically relevant planning, comprehension, and learning units (Bickel & Zúñiga 
2017) and because they differ strongly across languages as to whether they include ele-
ments like clitics and particles, or with regard to the way compounds are structured and 
written. For example, German orthographic conventions write particles together with 
their verbs when they occur immediately before the verb (wegrennen (weg-rennen) 
‘away-run’) but not elsewhere (sie rannte weg ‘she ran away’). The resulting absolute 
dependency lengths are thus not comparable between languages (nor indeed within 
German alone). Observed and randomized lengths are compared within each sentence, 
and these lengths are then taken relative to whatever convention might hold in that sen-
tence. This makes them fully comparable across languages and suitable data in a 
crosslinguistic statistical model.  

We predict DLM by fitting generalized additive mixed models with the degree 
of harmony (in proportions of harmonically connected lexical two-dependency catenae) 
and the degree of head-finality (in proportions of lexical dependencies) per sentence as 
fixed factors. We fit random slopes by language and random intercepts by language, 
language family, and geographical region (Europe vs. not Europe) (see the supplemen-
tary materials for details). We choose additive models because we are not aware of any 
theoretical grounds that would a priori constrain effects to be strictly linear. The fixed 
factors and their interaction are fitted with thin-plate regression splines as a base func-
tion.5 Given the substantial differences in corpora size across languages (see Table 1), 
we adopt a quasi-binomial distribution for the response variable with varying weights 
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5 The regression model is formulated in the mgcv syntax style (Wood 2017), as follows: 
DLM ~ ti(harmony) + ti(head-finality) + ti(harmony, head-finality) 
+ s(lang, harmony, bs=re) + s(lang, head-finality, bs=re) + (lang, bs=re) 
+ (family, bs=re) + (subfamily, bs=re) + (region, bs=re), 

where the ti terms specify the tensor product smooth and constructs the model with main effects and interac-
tions, and bs=re specifies random intercepts or slopes by certain grouping factors. 



per observation, such that all of the observations of each language receive the same 
total weight.6 We perform all model fitting with the ‘bam’ function in R’s ‘mgcv’ pack-
age (Wood 2017). 

We fit a set of nested models and assess the interaction between the effect of harmony 
and head-final proportions. We deploy marginal models separately for parallel and hier-
archical catenae (rather than including this distinction as a predictor) because the two 
types share many dependencies in each sentence, making their estimates depend on 
each other. For example, in Table 2 parts → certain is part of both the hierarchical 
catena fit → parts → certain and the parallel catena certain ← parts → article. 

We evaluate the joint effect of harmony and head-finality by performing F-tests with 
the ‘stats’ package and also by comparing mean absolute errors (MAE) in the predic-
tions of models with vs. without an interaction term through ten-fold cross-validation in 
R (R Core Team 2020). We use maximum likelihood (ML) to estimate and compare the 
smoothing parameters between different models, and (for efficiency) fast restricted 
maximum likelihood (fREML) estimation for cross-validation. 

Code and data summaries are available in the supplementary materials; executable 
scripts and input data are accessible in an Open Science Foundation repository.7 

3. Results. Figure 3 shows the degree of DLM for the raw data, and the fitted values 
of a model that allows an interaction between harmony and head-finality at the sentence 
level. Models without an interaction fit the data slightly worse (parallel catenae: ΔMAE 
= 0.001, F = 228.62, df1 = 16, df2 = 325,828, p < 0.001; hierarchical catenae: ΔMAE = 
0.003, F = 240.18, df1 = 16, df2 = 320,344, p < 0.001), especially in regions of low 
head-finality and high degrees of harmony (ΔMAE ≈ [0.01, 0.15]; see figures S15 and 
S31 in the supplementary materials), although they provide a roughly comparable pic-
ture. For both parallel and hierarchical catenae, harmony and head-finality have signif-
icant main effects on DLM (ΔMAE ≈ [0.001, 0.014], all p < 0.001; see tables S2 and S4 
in the supplementary materials). 

The plots in Fig. 3 suggest that overall, head-initial structures (i.e. the left side of 
each plot) show considerably more DLM than head-final structures do. This is consis-
tent with previous corpus-based research (Park & Levy 2009, Futrell et al. 2015, Ferrer 
i Cancho & Gómez-Rodríguez 2019, Futrell et al. 2020, Yadav et al. 2020). For parallel 
catenae, we observe an anti-DLM effect in head-final structures (i.e. longer dependen-
cies than in the baseline). This effect is especially pronounced in more harmonic struc-
tures. For hierarchical catenae, by contrast, the degree of DLM appears to be linked 
more to harmony than to dependency direction (head-finality). In addition, our results 
show that a moderate amount of harmony (around 0.8) can achieve higher DLM (darker 
red in the plots) than completely harmonic ordering can, in both parallel and hierarchi-
cal catenae. 

Very similar patterns emerge under the free-word-order and fixed-head-position base-
lines (see figures S10 and S26 in the supplementary materials), despite the concerns we 
raised in §2.2. This suggests that DLM effects are remarkably robust against different 
ways of conceptualizing the null hypothesis, consistent with earlier work that compared 
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6 A standard binomial model would assume the weight of the observation to be given by the corpus size in 
each language. This would favor evidence from some languages more than that from others and thereby skew 
the effects of specific dependency directions and harmony degrees present in the languages with the most 
data. The disharmonic conditions of Persian, for example, would have less weight than the harmonic condi-
tions of English (see example 5). See §S4 in the supplementary materials for further discussion. 

7 https://osf.io/a2jvw/ 

https://osf.io/a2jvw/


results under different baselines (Ferrer i Cancho 2004, Liu 2008, Temperley 2008, 
Futrell et al. 2015, Ferrer i Cancho & Gómez-Rodríguez 2019, Futrell et al. 2020). 

The lower panels of Fig. 3 show the mean effects after controlling for individual vari-
ation between languages (through random slope effects), though we also notice consid-
erable variation in the regions where anti-DLM is observed across languages (see 
figures S11 and S27 in the supplementary materials). For example, Danish, English, 
and Estonian tend to show very limited amounts of anti-DLM, while all ancient lan-
guages, like Ancient Greek, Latin, and Classical Chinese, and a few modern languages 
show stronger anti-DLM. We include more detailed results at the level of individual 
languages in the supplementary materials (figures S16–S18 and S32–S34, and §S4.4), 
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8 Note that the upper panels are based on ( jittered) ratios of counts and this makes values close to 0 and 1 
much less likely than other values, hence the gray areas near these values. The effect is exacerbated by the 
low counts on which the ratios are based: head-final dependencies: mean = 3.18, SD = 2.35, divided by the 
total counts of dependencies: mean = 7.26, SD = 4.21; harmonic catenae: mean = 4.07, SD = 3.72, divided by 
the total counts of catenae: mean = 7.56, SD = 5.94. 
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                            a. Parallel catenae.                                                     b. Hierarchical catenae. 

Figure 3. Plots of empirical distributions of DLM (upper row) and contour plots of the fitted DLM (lower 
row) from models allowing interaction effects of head-finality and harmony, and random slopes by language, 
in parallel (a) and hierarchical catenae (b). Red colors indicate that observed dependencies are more often 
shorter than expected under the baseline (null) model (i.e. they suggest effects from locality), while blue 
colors indicate that they are more often longer than expected (i.e. they suggest effects from anti-DLM). Gray  

areas indicate areas that lack data.8 For models without an interaction term, see figures S8 and S24 in the 
supplementary materials, and for models based on alternative baselines, see figures S10 and S26. 



but our main interest is in general effects that hold after language-specific variation has 
been factored out.   

In order to assess the predictions of Behaghel’s law and nested ordering with regard to 
dependency length, we further modeled the ordering of parallel dependents by partition-
ing the sentences according to different thresholds of head-final proportions, language 
family, and geographical region as random intercepts (see §S5.2.1 in the supplementary 
materials for further details).9 While short-before-long is the dominant pattern in head-
initial sentences, head-final sentences are dominated by equally sized and long-before-
short dependencies; see Figure 4. Also, the proportions of equally sized dependents in 
head-final structures are always higher than those in head-initial structures. This differ-
ence is larger in more harmonic than in less harmonic sentences. These results are not 
fully compatible with either Behaghel’s law, which predicts short-before-long orders 
across all conditions, or nested ordering, which predicts short-before-long orders in 
head-initial and long-before-short orders in head-final structures, regardless of harmony. 
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9 The quasi-binomial regression model is formulated as: proportion ~ order + type + order:type + (family, 
bs=re) + (subfamily, bs=re) + (region, bs=re), where the proportion is the aggregated ordering of parallel cate-
nae by language, order indicates the specific orders (short-before-long, long-before-short, or equally sized) of 
parallel dependents, and type is the head-initial or head-final sentences determined by the thresholds. 

Figure 4. Fitted orderings of parallel dependents between head-initial (HI) and head-final (HF) sentences. 

A methodological problem noted in §2.2 is that nested ordering of parallel depen -
dents is easier to achieve with fewer dependents than with more dependents. To capture 
this potential variation across languages, we examine how parallel dependents are dis-
tributed before vs. after the head. For this, we computed the (Shannon) entropy of the 
dependents’ frequency distribution. Higher entropies indicate that it is more likely for 
multiple dependents to be placed on the same side, while lower entropies mean that it is 
less likely for multiple dependents to be placed on the same side. Figure 5 summarizes 
the distribution of parallel dependents on the same side of a head in terms of entropy, 
subsampled and aggregated by language, and its relationship with head-finality (see the 
discussion of the methods in §2, and §S5.2.3 in the supplementary materials). For 
higher degrees of harmony, entropy is positively correlated with head-finality (general-
ized additive model with cubic regression splines as smoothers, and random smooths by 
different harmony thresholds, language family, and geographical region as random in-
tercepts: χ2 = 70.69, df = 3, p < 0.001, ΔAIC = −169.17; see §S5.2.3 in the supplemen-



tary materials).10 This suggests that parallel dependents tend to pile up more before the 
head (head-final) than after the head, and the correlation becomes stronger in more har-
monic sentences.11 
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10 The regression model is: entropy ~ s(head-finality) + s(head-finality, threshold, bs=fs) + (family, bs=re) 
+ (subfamily, bs=re) + (region, bs=re), where bs=fs indicates the factor smooths by different thresholds, and 
bs=re specifies random intercepts by certain grouping factors. 

11 The outlier in the lower right panel is Persian, which has many more pile-ups of parallel dependents be-
fore the head than other languages do. 

12 Anti-DLM is also found in the lower-left corner of hierarchical catenae (Fig. 3b), but this effect is driven 
by only a few languages and data points. We return to this at the end of the section. 
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Figure 5. Relationship between head-finality and the frequency distribution of parallel dependents on the 
same side of a head, measured by the Shannon entropy H. Higher entropies mean that counts of catenae with 
many dependents are nearly as likely as counts of catenae with fewer dependents. Lower entropies mean that 
most catenae have few dependents and only a few have many. Each point indicates the estimated entropy  

values in a language within the thresholds of harmony. The gray-shaded ribbons indicate 95% confidence  
intervals around the generalized additive model smooth. 

4. Discussion. Our results reveal a consistent negative relationship between the pro-
portion of head-final structures (‘head-finality’ in the figures) and DLM. In addition, we 
observe that the association between harmony and DLM is much stronger in hierarchi-
cal than in parallel catenae. Together, these two correlations lead to anti-DLM in cate-
nae with high proportions of harmony and head-final structures, especially when these 
are parallel catenae. This means that in these regions, dependencies are longer than in 
most of the baseline randomizations.12 

These results are robust against different baselines. This includes baselines from pre-
vious research (Ferrer i Cancho 2004, Temperley 2008, Futrell et al. 2015, Futrell et al. 

H

Head-finality



2020), which raises the question of why the specific anti-DLM patterns we observe here 
escaped attention in previous work except for one recent study (Ferrer i Cancho & 
Gómez-Rodríguez 2019) and occasional observations of reduced DLM effects in head-
final languages (Park & Levy 2009, Futrell et al. 2015, Futrell et al. 2020, Yadav et al. 
2020). We suspect that the main reason is that our models are more robust against 
crosslinguistic variation. Specifically, our measure of DLM is insensitive to ortho-
graphic conventions and sidesteps the head–dependent ambiguity of functional ele-
ments by limiting the analysis to lexical items only. Also, we focus on general effects 
that hold after accounting for the variation by language. In what follows we attempt to 
assess the underlying principles behind our observations. 

4.1. Parallel catenae. We first consider anti-DLM in parallel catenae (top right 
corner of Fig. 3a). As noted in the introduction, one possible explanation invokes Be-
haghel’s law, which favors short-before-long orders independently of head order and 
harmony. In head-final structures, this will put longer dependents closer to the head, in-
creasing dependency lengths and thereby accounting for the anti-DLM effect (see the 
examples in 4). However, closer inspection shows that head-final catenae do not, in 
fact, prefer short-before-long orders. Figure 4 shows that this is actually the least com-
mon order when sentences are mostly head-final. Short-before-long orders make up a 
sizable proportion of all dependencies only when sentences with lower head-final pro-
portions are included in the analysis (left and middle panels in Fig. 4). 

The distribution in Fig. 4 is also inconsistent with the nested ordering principle, 
which predicts a preference for long-before-short orders in head-final structures. We 
find equally sized orders to be nearly as likely as long-before-short orders. More impor-
tantly, neither Behaghel’s law nor the nested ordering principle correctly predicts the ef-
fect observed in Fig. 5, which shows that parallel dependents tend to pile up more 
before the head than after it, and that this trend increases the more harmonic the de-
pendencies are. 

This pile-up is consistent with the anti-DLM effect (Fig. 3a) and the increased 
amount of equally sized dependents (Fig. 4) before the head (i.e. in head-final struc-
tures): the pile-up decreases the probability of putting the shortest dependents closest to 
the head. But what principle might this pile-up and its anti-DLM effect reflect?  

A possible candidate principle is the probabilistic version of the FOFC that we dis-
cussed in the introduction. Such an FOFC favors harmonic dependencies inside head-
final more than inside head-initial structures (see example 6d). This results in piling up 
parallel dependents in head-final structures (i.e. before the head) more frequently than 
in head-initial structures (i.e. after the head), consistent with our results in Fig. 5. This 
harmonic pile-up in head-final structures in turn increases the chances of more equally 
sized dependents, and it decreases the probability of nested ordering. Together these ef-
fects lead to the anti-DLM effect we observe in the top right corner of Fig. 3a. 

For example, the FOFC prefers adverbs to precede the verb they modify in head-final 
structures, causing more catenae like [[ADV ADV] V], while it allows them to either pre-
cede or follow the verb in head-initial structures like [[ADV] V [ADV]] (see Table 3 for 
the placement of adverbs in parallel catenae, and figure S39 for crosslinguistic distribu-
tion). This asymmetry of adverbs can arguably be attributed to the effects of the FOFC, 
which restricts the possibility of *[[V ADV] V], leading to more pile-ups of adverbs be-
fore the verb, as shown in Table 3, but allows the disharmonic catena [V [ADV V]], lead-
ing to more balanced placement of adverbs in head-initial structures (Ernst 2003, 2004, 
Sheehan 2017a). 
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Similarly, the FOFC makes it more likely for two or more adjectives to pile up before 
the noun, while they can appear on different sides of the noun in head-initial structures 
(see Table 3 for adjectives in parallel catenae, and figure S40 in the supplementary ma-
terials for the asymmetric distributions of adjectives crosslinguistically). This is consis-
tent with the typological observations that prenominal adjectives are more constrained 
than postnominal adjectives (Greenberg 1963, Williams 1982, Croft 2002, Cysouw 
2010, Dryer 2018). For example, French does not allow a prenominal adjective with a 
post-dependent and will extrapose the whole AP rightward, whereas German can pre-
pose the (adpositional) dependent of an adjective to avoid FOFC violations (see 
Siewierska & Uhlířová 1998, Abeillé & Godard 2000, Osborne 2003, Sheehan 2017b). 
The different strategies adopted to avoid the FOFC can cause more pile-ups of adjec-
tives before the noun than after the noun. 

Other parallel catenae, such as [[S O] V], [[ADV N] V], and [[IO O] V], also show 
positive correlations between head-finality and harmony (figure S38 in the supplemen-
tary materials). While this can also be captured by the FOFC, we cannot rule out effects 
from alternative principles. For instance, the harmony of [[S O] V] might reflect the  
S-before-O preference (Greenberg 1963, Hawkins 1983, Tomlin 1986, Dryer 2013b,c, 
Napoli & Sutton-Spence 2014, Riesberg, Malcher, & Himmelmann 2019). The prefer-
ence for pile-ups like [[ADV N] V] can be captured by Behaghel’s law, which predicts 
that the shorter adverbs are preferentially placed before the longer oblique objects. For 
[[IO O] V], it might reflect the effect of animacy on word order; for instance, the ani-
mate indirect object comes before the inanimate direct object. 

The analysis outlined here suggests that the FOFC might indeed play a role in ac-
counting for the variance of DLM in parallel catenae. More specifically, the FOFC 
makes adverbs in verb-headed catenae and adjectives in noun-headed catenae more har-
monic before than after the head. These asymmetric distributions of adverbials and ad-
jective modifiers capture the higher amount of equally sized parallel dependents in 
head-final structures, leading to the anti-DLM effects observed in Fig. 3a. 

Crucially, dependency locality has been proposed as a potential explanation for the 
limited amount of disharmonic word order, especially for short parallel dependents, 
such as adjectives in English and Romance languages (Temperley 2008, Gulordava 
2018, Temperley & Gildea 2018), but dependency locality fails to predict the observed 
asymmetry that short dependents, such as adjectives and adverbs in parallel structures, 
are more likely to pile up before than after the head. If the limited disharmonic place-
ments of adjectives and adverbs are driven by dependency locality, we might also ex-
pect certain amounts of parallel adjectives and adverbs to be preferentially disharmonic 
in head-final catenae. But we find the opposite pattern, viz. more pile-ups of adjectives 
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type                        head-initial                                         mixed                                            head-final 

adverbs                                                                                                                                          

adjectives                                                                                                                                      

Table 3. Schematic representations of FOFC effects on parallel catenae. The graphs in each row are ordered 
according to their distributions across sentences that are dominated by head-initial or head-final dependen- 
cies, roughly corresponding to the different regions in Fig. 3a. For example, a sentence with [V [ADV V ADV]]  
order is more likely to occur in sentences with more head-initial dependencies (see figure S39 in the supple-
mentary materials). The red arcs indicate FOFC violations. These offending structures are predicted to occur 
with decreased probability, thereby increasing the probability of alternative structures. The net result is that  

sentences with more head-final structures will show anti-DLM, while more head-initial sentences allow 
more mixed structures with DLM. This is in line with the results in Fig. 3a. 



and adverbs in head-final than head-initial structures. These asymmetries of adjectives 
and adverbs in parallel catenae thus might indeed reflect a (probabilistic) FOFC princi-
ple, rather than the dependency locality principle. 

4.2. Hierarchical catenae. Like parallel catenae, hierarchical catenae also show 
anti-DLM patterns dependent on head direction: Fig. 3b shows that sentences with higher 
proportions of head-final dependencies show anti-DLM (i.e. longer-than-expected de-
pendencies; blue), while sentences with more head-initial dependencies show DLM (i.e. 
shorter-than-expected dependencies; red). Unlike in parallel catenae, however, this effect 
is orthogonal to the overall positive correlation between DLM and harmony, which is 
consistent with earlier findings (Temperley 2008, Hawkins 2014, Futrell et al. 2015). To 
some extent, these patterns can again be captured by the probabilistic FOFC. Evidence 
for this can best be explored by assessing what happens when head-initial vs. head-final 
dependencies are embedded in sentences. More specifically, we examine the relationship 
between dependency lengths and harmony when a depen dency is embedded under the 
next higher node in its sentence. For example, given a genitive construction (the office of 
the president, head-initial, vs. the president’s office, head-final) and its dependency 
length, we quantify the probability of forming a harmonic catena inside a verb phrase, 
such as [visit [the office of the president]] or [[the president’s office] visit], in our sample 
languages. Figure 6 summarizes the results across all catenae and parts of speech. The re-
sults suggest that head-initial dependencies have a higher probability of being embedded 
in the next higher head-initial dependency (entailing a high degree of harmony), whereas 
a head-final dependency can be dominated just as easily by a head-initial or head-final 
dependency (entailing a lower degree of harmony). This asymmetry becomes stronger 
for longer dependencies (χ2 = 786.82, df = 4, p < 0.001, ΔAIC = −1563.2). This observa-
tion is fully in line with the predictions of the FOFC, leading to more harmony and DLM 
with head-initial than head-final structures. 
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Figure 6. Interaction of dependency length and direction of the bottom dependency on harmony in 
hierarchical catenae. The colored ribbons indicate 95% confidence intervals around the  

generalized additive model smooth. 
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Further support for this comes from comparing the harmony of major hierarchical 
catenae in head-initial and head-final structures. For example, hierarchical catenae like 
relative clauses (N → V → O), complement clauses (V → V → O), and genitive con-
structions (V → N → Gen) show more harmony in head-initial than in head-final lan-
guages (see Table 4, and figure S43 in the supplementary materials). These asymmetries 
are consistent with the effects of a probabilistic FOFC. The FOFC disprefers head-initial 
dependencies embedded before their heads (see example 6d): that is, catenae like *[[V 
O] N], *[[V O] V], and *[[N N] V] are disfavored. Embeddings after the head are more 
likely, and these can be—and in fact mostly are—disharmonic, as in [N [O V]], [V [O 
V]], and [V [N N]] in Table 4, leading to the anti-DLM effect we observe in head-final 
structures in Fig. 3b. 
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As noted in the introduction, these FOFC predictions are fully in line with various ty-
pological observations, such as the observation that VO languages strongly favor har-
monic, postnominal relative clauses (i.e. [N [V O]] vs. dispreferred *[[V O] N]), while 
OV languages have both prenominal and postnominal relative clauses (i.e. either [[O V] 
N] or [N [O V]]) (Greenberg 1963, Lehmann 1984, Hawkins 1994). 

These observations notwithstanding, we also note an anti-DLM pattern in the bottom-
left corner in Fig. 3b. This pattern is not accounted for by a probabilistic FOFC, nor by 
any other principle. To better understand the pattern, we extracted the data in this region 
and found that the pattern is largely caused by specific hierarchical catenae in Romance 
languages, such as [[S ADJ] V] and [[S Gen] V]. All of these hierarchical catenae involve 
lexical subjects followed by adjectives and genitival expressions before the verb. The 
anti-DLM effect in the bottom-left corner is driven by these data, and they are relatively 
sparse (1% on average; see also figure S30 in the supplementary materials). 

Finally, in both parallel and hierarchical catenae in Fig. 3 moderate harmony (around 
0.8) yields higher DLM (darker red) than complete harmony does. This is consistent 
with earlier findings that a certain amount of disharmony in parallel catenae can facili-
tate DLM (Temperley 2008, Temperley & Gildea 2018). But it seems that this effect 
generalizes to hierarchical catenae. Of course, this might be confounded by the shared 
dependencies between parallel and hierarchical catenae, and more research is needed to 
disentangle these. 

5. Conclusions. Our results reveal surprisingly strong anti-DLM effects (i.e. 
longer-than-expected dependencies) under some conditions of harmony and head posi-
tion once language-specific variation is factored out. The effects differ between parallel 

type                                      head-initial                                   mixed                                     head-final 
                                                                                                                                                                               

Table 4. Schematic representations of how the FOFC impacts hierarchical catenae. The red arcs indicate 
dependencies that violate the FOFC and are thus dispreferred, making room for increased probabilities of 
alternative catenae. This in turn increases the probability of embedding head-initial dependencies inside  

harmonic, DLM-favoring catenae, while head-final dependencies are embedded as easily in harmonic, 
DLM-favoring catenae as in disharmonic, DLM-disfavoring catenae. 

complement clause

genitive

relative clause



and hierarchical catenae, but both suggest a possible role for a probabilistic version of 
the FOFC, which disprefers head-initial dependencies directly dominated by head-final 
dependencies. In parallel catenae, the FOFC favors more harmony in head-final struc-
tures, especially for adjective and adverbial modifiers, resulting in pile-ups of parallel 
dependents before the head and thereby causing longer dependencies. In hierarchical 
catenae, the FOFC leads to disharmony, and therefore longer dependencies, since head-
final dependencies can be embedded as easily inside head-initial as head-final depen -
dencies, while head-initial dependencies tend to be embedded inside head-initial 
dependencies only. However, for some of these effects at least, we note that alternative 
accounts cannot be ruled out. For example, the general preference for subject-before-
object orders induces longer dependencies in verb-final sentences, and no appeal to an 
FOFC principle may be needed. Progress here will require a systematic comparison of 
what each preference and principle is ultimately based on and of where its predictions 
might differ. To get there, more extensive modeling is needed that (i) overcomes the Eu-
ropean bias of the UD data set, (ii) controls for the presence of (various kinds of) case 
and agreement morphology (Ros et al. 2015), and (iii) assesses the extent to which the 
FOFC can be grounded in mechanisms of comprehension, production, or learning. At 
present, the FOFC is a descriptive generalization, not an explanation. 
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